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The wife of Steven Curtis Chapman shares about the loss of her daughter, the struggle to heal, and

the unexpected path God has placed her on. Includes a 16-page full color photo insert. New York

Times bestseller now in paper.
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I pre-ordered this book since I grew up listening to Steven Curtis Chapman's music, and my

husband & I have an interest in adoption. Honestly, I am an avid reader, and have read LOTS of

Christian books, both fiction & non-fiction, and, honestly, after a while they kind of all seem to sound

the same. I found this book to be very refreshing and honest. Humbly and frankly addressing topics

that are often 'taboo' in Christian circles, such as depression, not 'having it all together', doubts,

anxiety, etc. was a change, for one. While reading the book, I felt like I was meeting someone like

me, almost like talking to a friend, instead of someone leading a perfect life trying to tell me how to

make mine perfect as well, following their method. I would highly recommend reading this book.

Choosing to SEE is written with the kind of honesty and transparency that kept me engaged in this

chapter of Mary Beth Chapman's life. Mary Beth Chapman (along with Ellen Vaughn) tells a story of

the Chapman family behind the stage and beyond the music award shows - a family that exudes

and truly lives the faith that they profess.Throughout the course of the book, the lyrics of some of

Steve Curtis Chapman's songs begin each chapter. It's obvious that they were carefully selected

and not merely used as space fillers. I must admit that although Chapman's work has never been in



my personal music collection, he's gained a new fan simply because of the purity of his lyrics.Three

days after I finished Choosing To SEE, a family friend died suddenly. The unexpected loss left us

shocked for days. Many of the things Mary Beth shared in the book came to the forefront of my

mind. Our friend's death left behind a talented wife and three young children. I know that when the

time is right, I will present his wife with a copy of Choosing To SEE.Mary Beth Chapman may not be

a songstress, but she's shared a story that tucks itself away in your heart like the lyrics of your

favorite song.

Reading this book with a box of tissue near by was a good idea. This book spoke to me not only as

a mother but also as a Christian woman that at times has doubts. Mary Beth shares in a very raw

way how she is living each day after her daughter's tragic death. Although this book shares her

burden of grief she also is so very good at making it perfectly clear that she believes and loves the

God who chose to have her walk this path. Thank you Mary Beth for sharing, in doing so God has

truly received the glory. May your family continue to heal and may you continue to SEE. Your still in

my prayers.

This book is a gift, please watch the video.

Two weeks ago, I sat down with Choosing to See, written by Mary Beth Chapman with Ellen

Vaughn. Two years ago, the Chapmans youngest child Maria died when a car ran over her which

was driven by one of their teenage sons. This memoir is the story of primarily that event and her life

(and her family's life) sine Maria's death. The story begins by sharing Mary Beth's life story before

Maria.The title "Choosing to See" is essentially about how we must choose to "SEE" God amidst our

sorrow and pain--amidst the hard things in life. I began reading this book on a particularly

discouraging day. Her story encouraged me and God used it to help me lift my eyes up. There is

one particular passage that I know I will come back to again and again..."If we keep our heads

down, either out of defeat or loss or shame or tiredness...whatever the reason, we are going to miss

the beautiful Sun (and Son!) that is right there in front of us, shining its warmth on our faces and our

souls!We need to understand down to the depths of our souls that whether He is quietly behind a

storm cloud or blazing obviously in the bright blue sky right in our faces, Jesus, the Son, is

always,--not sometimes--present. No matter what the circumstance.As we walk with chins up, faces

directed toward the Son, we won't see or have to deal with the pettiness of life, represented by the

hundreds of seashells I was so fixated on. As we focus on Him, the things of life can be stepped



over like those shells. (I know, easier said than done. Trust me I'm trying to preach to the choir

here...ME!) Is it possible that some of those seashells of life will just go away? I think so!" from pg.

224-225 of Choosing to SeeThe passage goes on. I appreciate so much Mary Beth's honesty with

herself and the reader. It is clear from the tone of the book that she isn't preaching at anyone--she's

speaking as much to herself as anyone else. I think this is a very good book for anyone who has

lost a child or sibling to read. It is also a very good book to read if you or a loved one lives with

depression. Depression is tiptoed around inside the church and many people don't understand it.

This makes it difficult when people you love live with depression. Two of my family members lived

with depression when I was growing up. As for me, I did not take medication, but I feel I should have

after the birth of my last child for post partum depression. I understand. Mary Beth's story is an

important one. What spoke to me about her story was how God has used this struggle in her

life.One of the aspects of depression is a zest for something--for with downs always come the ups.

Mary Beth's passion is for adoption. It was encouraging to read about how God gave her this

passion and has used it in her life, the lives of her family, and in the lives of her friends and in

ministry. What a blessing! Truly in our weakness we are made strong. God works in all things. It is

always good to be reminded of this.This is one of the best books I've read in a long time. Once you

pick it up, it will be hard to put down.Please note that I received a complimentary copy of this book

for review from Revell Publishing.

I purchased this book and could not put it down until I finished it. Mary Beth's raw honesty is

refreshing. Her understanding of God's plan couched between His love and sovereignty is an

encouragement to anyone who has experienced emotional pain. The unfolding of her story gives

permission to grieve without having all the questions answered. Hope lies in the unseen and sure

helps to travel the narrow road with the encouragement of a fellow sojourner. Having experienced

my own loss and walking very intimately with a friend who lost a child at a young age, Mary Beth,

you gave words to so many things unspoken. This book is an extension of God's grace and I cannot

wait to put it in the hands of many I know and love. His timing is perfect, this book helped me to

SEE. Reader, you will be blessed as the pages unfold.

I hate ordering books and then never finish reading them because they put you to sleep. This is not

one of those books. I couldn't put it down and finished it in 1 1/2 days!I was deeply affected two

years ago by little Maria Sue's accident and my heart broke for the Chapman family. I appreciate

very much that they shared her story and their grief with us. Three weeks ago a friend of mine lost



his teenage daughter when she was hit by a car while riding a dirt bike. I think I will pass this book

along and hope that Mary Beth's words can provide some comfort.
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